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sPREFACE
This study, performed by the TRW Space and Technology Group under
Contract NAS8-35081 for the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama
addressed the definition of candidate satellite servicing technology
development missions that could benefit from the use of an early, 1991,
manned space station.
The study started on 1 Cctober 1982. Part I was completed on
31 May 1983. Three major tasks were addressed: Mission Requiremments,
Mission Definition of Selected Satellite Servicing Technology Develop-
ment Missions, and Programmatic Analysis of the selected missions. It
`	 was found that almost all scientific, applications, and commercial mis-
sions planned for in the 1985-2000 time period could benefit from some
aspect of servicing on-orbit. The early space station was deemed vital
as a necessary step in the establishment of on-orbit satellite servicing
as an on-going, effective, national capability in the last decade of the
century.
Part II, an extension to the work of Part I, will start about
1 June 1983 and continue for 18 months.
The study final report for Part I consists of three volumes generated
in accordance with DR-4 and 5 of the contract data procurement Document
No. 628:
Volume I	 - Executive Summary
Volume II	 - Technical Report
Volume III - Environmental Analysis
^I	 This is Volume I - Executive Summary.
Requests for information relating to any volume to this report may
be obtained from:
Mr. Donald M. Waltz
	
Mr. Al Medler
TRW Study Mana er	 TRW Deputy Study Manager
Telephone (213 536-1509	 Telephone (213) 535-2584
Mr. Robert Middleton
NASA/MSFC Study COR
Telephone (205) 453-0367
i
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
i
Projections of candidate space
missions through the year 2000 have
identified several key operations
which will require a manned presence
in space. One such operation is the
periodic servicing of free-flying
spacecraft accessible from a manned
space station in low earth orbit.
This study, conducted by TRW
for the NASA Marshall Space Flight
Center from 1 October 1982 through
31 May 1983, defined the initial re-
quirements for selected satellite ser
vicing technology development mis-
sions (TDMs) which could benefit
from the support of a manned space
station. Although the requirements,
both technical and programmatic, were
time phased, they were aimed primar-
ily at the early (FY 1991) space sta-
tion. With these initial require-
ments, five TDMs were generated which
are base-line to establishing a
national on-orbit satellite servic-
ing capability.
The conclusion was reached that
on-orbit satellite servicing will
support a wide range of NASA, DoD,
and coninercial missions, and that
the broad, yet special, nature of
this support portends economic and
operational benefits to the users.
Our goal was to identify those
technologies that enable a high lev-
erage on satellite servicing develop-
ment at affordable costs. Advantage
was taken of the opportunity to sug-
gest TDM precursor experiments -
both earth-based and conducted on
1985 to 1990 Space Shuttle flights.
Thus the time frame of implementation,
in this study, is from 1985 through
the year 2000. A road map was
laid out over this span showing a
satellite servicing evolutionary
and flight demonstration technology
plan.
1.1 TDM DEFINITION
A Technology Development Mis-
sion is an experimental project
aimed at advancement of an opera-
tional technique or a hardware item
for the benefit of satellite ser-
vicing activities. It receives
support from the space station. It
can have a value for science, appli-
cations, commercial uses or national
security. It can influence the
initial space station design and
operational modes. A given TDM
may be ;part of a total technology
development (related to other TDMs)
with precursor tests. Each TDM,
to be cost effective, must consider
1
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and quantify benefits versus cost.
One way to avoid unrealistic costs
is to plan TDMs which are not dead-
ended i.e., have a residual value.
1.2 FOLLOW-ON TO THE CURRENT WORK
The current study, reported on
herein, is Part I of a two part
effort sponsored by NASA/MSFC. Part
II of this study will start in early
June 1983 and continue for 18 months.
The follow-on work will build upon
and expand the results of Part I and
provide further detailing and defini-
tion of space station satellite ser-
vicing operations. The objectives of
the six task follow-on work statement
are the same as the objectives of
Part I except that more emphasis
will be placed on the 1) impact of
TDMs on the space station architec-
ture and operations and 2) assessment
of satellite servicing potential to
space industrial operations.
Thus NASA will, at the conclu-
sion of the second phase of this
study, be in a position to plan for
the next steps on the path to making
satellite servicing a routine, cost
effective, safe, and dependable func-
tion of spaceflight in the 1990s
and beyond.
2.0 STUDY OBJECTIVES
The three general satellite ser-
vicing mission/operations studied
were, in summary: modification to the
space station itself to form both
the initial and later configuration
evolution; repair, refueling, and/or
upgrading of satellites; and assembly
on-orbit of spacecraft whose final
configuration exceeds the inidividual
STS payload capability. There have
been studies performed on these gen-
eral topics in recent years and they
provided a valuable source of infor-
mation for this study. However, none
in themselves fully considered the
complete space station system, par-
2
ticularly its evolution over the
mission time span, say from 1990 to
2000. These studies were more con-
cerned with an individual vehicle/
mission aspect such as TMS, OTV,
Power Module, or Platform Structure
in a configuration that did not
change with time.
This study dealt with the
feasibility and requirements for
servicing and maintaining a free-
flying satellite from a manned space
facility. Although the servicing
would be over the lifespan of the
facility, special emphasis was
t	 ,a
placed on the early time periods -
1990 to 1995.
The objectives, then, of this
study were to:
development and flight demon-
stration technology plan which
results in a satellite servic-
ing operational capability by
the late 1990s.
2. Conceptually define a satellite
1. Define the testbed role of an	 technology development mission
early (1990) manned space sta-	 (a set of missions) to be per-
tion in the context of a satel- 	 formed on an early manned space
lite servicing evolutionary 	 station.
3.0 STUDY GUIDELINES
The basic top-level guidelines
shown below were used in the perfor-
mance of this study.
Secondary ground rules were ad-
hered to in the conduct of the study.
All were found to be useful as the
work progressed. Sometimes two or
more were applied to the outcome of
a single TDM.
MSFC SPECIFIED
• Make maximum use of prior and cur-
rent projects and studies.
• The space shuttle is the earth
launch vehicle. (User's Handbook
providing guidelines.)
• An early space station is opera-
tional in low earth orbit in 1990.
• A TMS is available to support on-
orbit operations.
TRW ADDED
• Consider use of MSFC's neutral
buoyancy facility for certain
ground tests.
• Satellite servicing operations
can occur at the space station
as well as remote from the
space station.
• Specific costing ground rules
will be developed by TRW prior
to the start of Task 3 (Program-
matic Analysis).
4.0 STUDY APPROACH AND MILESTONES
The Satellite Servicing TDMs for	 Architectural Options Study conduc-
Early Space Stations Study, Part I,	 ted for NASA (Contract NASW-3681).
was performed against three major	 Therefore, much of the work and
tasks whose logic network and work
	 many results of the space station
flow are shown in Figure 4-1. The
	 study were applied directly to
study was highly coupled with the TRW	 this Satellite Servicing TDM study.
Space Station Needs, Attributes and
3
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The tnree major tasks, Figure
4-1, each took the OL'tputs of prior
tasks as principal irput. On the
flow, note the strong interaction
between Task 2 (Mission Definition)
and Task 3 (Programmatics Analy,.is)
in the TDM definition trade studies.
4.1 RELATED ACTIVITIES
An attempt was made to broaden
the inputs to study results. Conse•.
quently many organizations were con-
tacted for satellite servicing tech-
nology ideas and suggestions. Timely
source information was obtained fro,n:
1. TRW space station study, men-
tioned above.
Task Flow and Schedule
2. TRW spacecraft project offices.
3. NASA centers other than the
sponsor center (MSFC).
4. NASA Headquarters, OSTS and
and Space Station Task Force.
5. TRW 1982 and 1983 IRAD projects.
6. Three other NASA/MSFC parallel
TDM study contractors:
a) Boeing, Large Space Structures
b) General Dynamics Convair, OTV
Servicing
c) Martin Marietta, Satellite
Servicing
7. United States Companies
Bali Aerospace
	
Fairchild
Essex	 Ford Aerospace
4
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General Electric Honeywell
Goodyear	 Hughes
Grumman	 RCA
Hamilton Std.	 Vought
8. International Companies (Europe
and Canada)
Aeritalia	 MATRA
Aerospatiale
	
MBB
British Aerospace SAAB-Scania
ERNO
	
Spar Aerospace
4.2 EARLY SPACE STATION CONCEPT
Due to the complex interfaces
between the space station and satel-
lite services conducted at or near
the station, it was necessary to have
a conceptualized configuration of an
early space station. Figure 4-2
therefore is an artist's rendering of
the 1990 space station derived by TRW
in our NASA Space Station Study.
This initial space station would be
manned by a crew of five after hav-
ing been installed in a 28.5° incli-
nation orbit by four shuttle orbiter
flightE.
The modular design includes a
resources module which supplies
utilities, three habitable modules,
two airlock modules, a logistics
module, a manipulator and a platform
area for assembly or servicing of
space systems including satellites.
This configuration can grow by the
addition of more modules. The solar
arrays shown are sized to deliver
30 kW net power to the modules and
the servicing platform.
Figure 4-2. Early Space Station Concept
5
For expanded satellite assembly
	
special fixtures and a servicing
and/or servicing a hangar facility, 	 command control center are envi-
fuel storage tanks, servicing logis- 	 sioned as growth options of the
tics modules, crew trainin g areas,	 station.
5.0 STUDY RESULTS
This section describes the re-
suits of the three study tasks. Key
sequential steps were:
a Researched the state of current
technology related to on-orbit
satellite servicing.
• Determined the satellite servicing
technology requirements for sup-
p^rting satellite servicing needs
in the space station era.
• Against a set of criteria that
included economic, operational,
technology, and user needs,
generated a list of 26 satellite
servicing TDMs that are candidates
for hardware development implemen-
tation.
• By a numerical rating technique,
selected and designed five TDMs,
from the candidate 26, for the
early space station to develop
this servicing technology.
• Performed preliminary definition,
scheduling and costing of the five
selected TDMs.
5.1 TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT MISSION
REQUIREMENTS
This section su-imarizes results
of study Task 1, definition of Tech-
nology Development Mission (TDM) re-
quirements. In this task we reviewed
the state of technology currEntly
available for on-orbit satellite
servicing and determined the needs
for further evolution of this
technology.
The capabilities for satellite
servicing provided initially by
the Shuttle orbiter in the 1980s
will have to be expanded to permit
cost-effective utilization of the
manned space station for the more
demanding and large-scale satellite
servicing operations projected for
the 1990s. In Task 1 we determined
the objectives and requirements of
technology development missions
that will support this evolution.
This provided the point of departure
for identifying three sets of candi-
date TDMs and, from these, selection
of five specific missions for further
study in Task 2. The candidate TDM
missions were grouped in three prin-
cipal categories of servicing objec-
tives (see Figure 5.1-1) which in-
volved modification and build-up
of the space station itself (Cate-
gory I); assembly, test and deploy-
ment of large satellites that are
6
CATEGORY III
►TI:LLITE SERVIC
	
REFURSIM MENT
ANC REPAIR
• Rok.CTMNE SERVICING
• REPAIRAEFURBISHMENT AS
NECESSA61Y
• SPACE STATION SERVES AS DEPOT
AND OPERATIONS BASE
Figure 5.1-1. TOM Mission Categories and Object
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to be placed in orbit for the first
time (Category II); and retrieval,
maintenance, refurbishment/repair and
redeployment of other satellites that
already will have operated in orbit
for some length of time (Category
III). The definition of TOM objec-
tives and requirements in Task 1,
and the selection of specifid TDMs
and their mission scenarios in Task
2 were accomplished as interactive
study efforts and involved some
iteration.
5.1.1 TOM Objectives and Evolution
Requirements for servicing
technology development derive from
the large variety cf satellite ser-
CATEGORYI
SPACE STATION MODIFICATION AND BUILDUP
• SPACE STATION GROWTH
• MODIFICATIONS FON EXTENDED
OPERATIONS
• MANMNANCE AND REPAIR
of about 50 servicing events per
year, averaged over the 1990 to
2000 time period is projected on
the hasis of data from TRW's cur-
rent Space Station Study.
Figure 5.1 .2 shows a matrix
of satellite servicing operation
classes versus satellite types that
will require servicing to illustrate
the diversity of activities tc be
considered as well as the projected
high incidence of servicing needs.
It differentiates betwoen servicing
functions to be per ,;+)rmed at the
space station and those performed
CATEGORY 11
SPACECRAFT ASSEMBLY. TEST AND LAUNCH
• SPACECRAFT TOO LARGE FOR SINGLE
SHUTTLE LAUNCH
ASSEMBLY TOO TIME CONI MMNG TO
BE DONE BY SHUTTLE
• NEED FOR LARGER CREW. MORE
EXTENSIVE SUPPORT EOUIPMENT
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figure 5.1-2. Satellite Servicing Operations
remotely ("in situ") at the orbital
position of the s atellite to be ser-
viced. The latter tasks require the
use of a TMS operating autonomously
or under continuous control by com-
mand link from the space station.
Both types of servicing needs will
be addressed in the TOM examples
selected for detailed study.
In the interest of cost effec-
tiveness a combination between tech-
nology development/demonstration and
operational mission support objec-
tives was emphasized in defining the
TOM candidates and also in selecting
specific TDMs - one or two of each
of the three TOM ca; .-,.)Ties - for
further detailed study. The ten
^'	 13
technology development/demonstration
objectives listed in Figure 5.1-3
are linked directly to specific oper-
ational objectives, all of which are
priority concerns in satellite ser-
vicing to be performed by an early
space station.
Transition from the servicing
activities performed by the shuttle
orbiter to those performed by a
manned space station will be part
of the required technology evolution.
This transition involves:
a. Direct inheritance of servicing
technology and procedures devel-
oped by the shuttle orbiter.
b. Development of advanced servic-
ing technologies for space sta-
tion's unique capabilities
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Figure 5.1-3. TOM Objectives and Evolution
However, servicing missions by
the orbiter will continue to be
important in the space station era
because of the shutt .:'s Inherently
high mission profile flexibility.
Thus, some aspects of SS servicing
technology evolution will also feed
back to enhance future orbiter ser-
vicing capabilities, e.g., utiliza-
tion of OTVs, geostationary satellite
retrieval, automated rendezvous and
others.
5.1.2 TOM Technology Requirements
Figure 5.1-4 summarizes specific
technology issues requiring further
development in each of seven major
areas of spacecraft, subsystem and
mission engineering irjvolved in
satellite servicing. The items
listed not only represent "top
level" concerns, but indicate their
diversity. Asterisks on many of
the entries indicate that the tech-
nology in question has a significant
impact on mission and/or crew safety
and should therefore be given appro-
priate attention.
Two surveys - industry and
internal TRW - with a subsequent
qualitative assessment identified
(a) dominant servicing technology
requirements and (b) the most
technologically demanding servicing
activities.
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Figure 5.1-4. Technology Evolution Issues
Five dominant technology require-
ments and six technologically most
demanding service activities are
listed below:
Dominant Technology Requirements
a) Structures and mechanisms
b) Automatic control, remote control
and robotics
c) Instrumentation and telemetry
d) Command and data management
e) Crew training and procedures
Most Demanding Servicing Activities
a) SS modular buildup
b) Satellite assembly and test
c) Satellite refurbish;vnt and repair
(at SS and in situ)
d) Science requirement changeout
e) Materials processing sample
changeout
f) Tethered operations
5.1.3 Time-Phased TDM Technology
Evolution
Figure 5.1-5 shows the antici-
pated evolution of satellite servic-
ing technology and space station
servicing support capabilities,
traced through a learning phase, an
initial applications phase, and a
subsequent operation phase. The
time periods of this evolution are
indicated and principal servicing
operations and support requirements
in each phase are summarized. Figure
5.1-6 shows milestones of this time-
phased servicing technology evolution
in terms of a projected schedule of
shuttle and space station activities.
Servicing activities on the shuttle
began with milestone events indicated
by 0 and starting with the launch
10
• STATION ATTACHED SERVICES
• SIMPLE SERVICING AND
ASSEMBLY DEMONSTRATIONS
• STATION EOWPMENT
DEVELOPMENT
• HIGHLY CONTROLLED LABOR-
INTENSIVE OPERATIONS
SKILLED CREW
• USE OF SCALE MOCK -UP, AND
SIMULATOR DEVICES
• SERVICING REMOTE FROM
SPACE STATION
• PRE-OPERATIONAL SERVICING
FUNCTIONS
• SATELLITE ASSEMBLY AND
TEST FROM SPACE STATION
• CONTINGENCY SERVICING
• OPERATIONS IN SPACE
STATION PROXIMITY
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of two synchronous communication sat- 	 initial events marked bYOor&.
ellites in 1982 on STS 5. Those on 	 These projections are based on data
the early SS are marked by A symbols,	 from TRW's current SS evolution
t
starting in 1990-1991. In many in-
stances the SS servicing activities
evolve from those previously developed
and demonstrated on the shuttle. The
continuation of servicing activities,
once developed, is indicated by solid
or broken lines to the right of the
study and also from the earlier sat-
ellite servicing users' model (SSUM)
by Grumman Aerospace. Beyond 1996
the transition from the "early" to
the more fully developed SS is ex-
pected to take place.
' PHASE 1 — LEARNING PROCESS
1900 — 1994
PHASE 3 — INITIAL APPLICATION
1906 — 1919
'	 PHASE J OPERATIONAL
	 '
2000
• MULTI-LOCATIONS
OPERATIONS INCLUDING
SUPPORT OF GEO SYNC SATS.
WITH STATION DISPATCHED
TMS
• FULLY OPERATIONAL FOR ALL
TYPES OF SERVICING
• LARGE STRUCTURE AND
SPACE SYSTEMS SERVICING
• "ORY DOCK" MAINTENANCE
AND REPAIR
SPACE STATION IN TEST -BED	 SPACE STATION IN TRANSITION:	 SPACE STATION TOTALLY
ROLE	 ADVANCED DEMONSTRAT IONS	 OPERATIONAL AS SATELLITE
COMBINED WITH PRECURSOR 	 SERVICING FACILITY
OP RATIONAL FUNCTIONS
Figure 5.1-5. Evolution of Servicing Technology & Space Station Capability
0
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1
i
3
ACTIVITY/MILESTONE
	 CY 1900	 1905	 1990	 1906	 201
FIRST GEO SATS LAUNCHED ON STS 0
INITIAL SS PLACED IN ORBIT 0A
MODULAR BUILD-UP OF SS ( &__ —M.
UTILIZATION OF EXT TANK AS MODULE
ON-ORBIT DEPLOYMENT OF STRUCTURE 0
ON-ORBIT SAT ASSY, TEST, DEPLOYMENT
MATERIALS PROCESSING EXPERIMENTS — — — — — ---
MPS PLATFORM DEPLOYED 0— —
MMU OPERATIONAL 0
SOLAR MAX SIC RETRIEVED, REPAIRED 0
FIRST REFUELING IN ORBIT 0
ROUTINE REFUELING OF SATELLII ES
GEO TANKER OPERATIONAL
INITIAL TMS USE 0— jr— ^ — — ^ •^
SATELLITE RETRIEVAL/DEPLOYMENT BY TMS 0
START OTV OPERATIONS, SAT. RETRIDEPLOY 0
IN SITU SATELLITE REFURB/REPAIR
AUTOMATIC RENOEXVOUSID , hING
CONTROL OF FORMATION FLYING PLATFORM t1
0 EVENT ON SHUTTLE ORBITER
	 Q EVENT ON SS
Figure 5.1-6. Servicing Technology Evolution on STS and Early SS
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Figure 5.1-7 is a flow chart of
on-going and projected major servic-
ing technology events and activities.
It delineates event sequences along
three principal lines of evolution:
1) Servicing capabilities evaluation
2) On-orbit verification/capability
growth
3) New technology demonstrations
The flow starts with precursor events
such as demonstration on ground facil-
ities, going back to the mid-70s, and
continues through shuttle-based ser-
vicing technology evolution in the
80s, leading to SS-based further
developments in the 90s. The chart
presents specific examples of key
events in technology development, sup-
port equipment utilization and sup-
port activities to major satellite
programs. Some of these are reflected
in the milestone schedule, Figure
5.1-6.
5.2 TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT MISSION
DEFINITION
Results of Study Task 2, defini-
tion and analysis of a set of sample
TDMs, are summarized in this section.
In this task we first identified 26
mission candidates among the three
principal TDM categories. From these
we chose five sample TDMs for further
study and definition, using selection
criteria that emphasize priority
objectives of space station-based
satellite servicing and needed tech-
nology developments. For each of
these TDMs we then identified tech-
nology development areas/elements;
determined precursor activity re-
quirements, on the ground and/or on
the shuttle orbiter; defined princi-
pal mission benefits; derived sce-
narios, mission sequences and opera-
tional details; and identified re-
quirements on, and interfaces with
the space station, including SS
resource requirements to perform
the TDMs. Crew functions, crew util-
ization and safety issues were a
major concern in these analyses and
task definitions.
5.2.1 TDM Candidate Mission
Summaries
Figure 5.2-1 lists the 26 TDM
candidate missions, their technology
development/demonstration and oper-
ational mission support objectives.
From this spectrum of TDM mission
candidates a set of five example TDM
missions were subsequently selected
for further definition.
In our assessment, each of the
candidate missions listed represents
significant and partly overlapping
concerns important to satellite ser-
vicing technology. For a choice of
priority TDMs that could be addressed
in detail within the framework of
12
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A CATEGORY 1- U BUILDUP, MODIFICATION AND UTILIZATION
TDM CANDIDATE RANI OBIS
OLICTrvu
TECRICOLOSY oEVEIOPMBIET OPEMTN NAL CAM UTYAN D OMAONSTRATION AND VMMM PERFORMANCE
1. INCREASE SOW! ARRAY on DEVELOP MUCTYRAL/ELECTR INCREASE OPSI ATNEO CAPACITY
MODIFICATION TEGNROUES
2. INSTALL  REMOTE MANIPULATOR DEVELOP AMEM/LY ADDED HANDLIIS CAPABILITY
ARK SUPPORT MIL, AND USE IN TEONNOUE
CARGO HANDLING AND
CONSTRUCTION
L ADO BINRT HILG PORTO FOR DEVELOP ASSEMBLY ADDED ACCESS TO SS
ORBITER, SATELLITES TECHNIOUE
4. ADD CREW HABITABILITY ADVANCE CONSTRUCTION AND PROVIDE FDA LARGER CREWS
MOOULIM) INTEGRATION TECHNOLOGY
S. ADD INFLATABLE HANGARS AND ADVANCE CONSTRUCTION AND ADDED OPERATING CAPABILITY
WORK STATION INTEGRATION TECHNOLOGY
L PREPARE MSS FOR LARGE BTRUC- DEVELOP ADDED BUPPORT PERFORM MISSION REOUIRNNi
TURF ASSEMBLY TECHNOLOGY LARGE STRUCTURE ASSEMBLY
B. CATEGORY 11- SPACECRAFT ASSEMBLY, TEST AND LAUNCH
MUCANOIDATIMISSIONS
OLIECTIVES
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT OPERATIONAL CAPMUTV
AM DEMONSTRATM AND WRION PERFORMANCE
N, AMEM&LE SPACECRAFT FROM STRUCTURAL ASSMBLY TECNh REOIRRED IN ALT OF SATELLITES
PREPAS MODULES AND PERFORM NOLOGY AND INTERFACE II>=Mm mwL# SHIRTLE
COMPLETE TEST/CHECKOUT CONTROL LAUNCH CAPACITY
2. ASSEMSUE AND TEST LARGE ASSEMBLY AND TEST SAME AS NO. I
SPACECRAFT STRUCTURES TECHNIOUES
1 PERFORM APPENDAGE DEPLOY- DEMONSTRATINVALUATE SNMLER DEPLOYMENT MECH -
MiNT IN EVA ANDIOR BY REMOTE DEPLOYMENT SKILLS NIS11B, STRUCTURES
MANIPULATION
4. PERFORM SATELLITE ASSEMBLY DEMONSTRATE REMOTE CON- INTEGRATION OF SPACECRAFT
WITH AID OF MANIPULATOR TROL CAPALILITY MODULES TOO LARGE FOR CREW
HANDLING
C. CATEGORY 111- SATELLITE SERVICING, REFURBISHMENT AND REPAIR
TOM CANDIDATE MISSIONS
OBJECTIVES
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY
AND DEMONSTRATION AND MISSION PERFORMANCE
T. MAINTAINAWGRADE ADVANCED DEVELOP RETRIEVAL, HANDLING EXTEND ORBITAL LIFE OF SPACE-
SPACECRAFT AND SERVICING TECHNIQUES CRAFT SUCH AS ORO. LANDLAT
2. EXCHANGE OF SCIENCE INSTRU- DEMONSTRATE PRECISION AL ION- NEEDED IN EFFECTIVE USE OF
MENTS ON FACILITY-TYPE MENT AND INTEGRATION OF SPACE TELESCOPE, AXAFARO BY
SPACECRAFT PAYLOAD ELEMENTS SCIENCE COMMUNITY
3. REPLACE FAILEDAMORN ORUs DEVELOP/DEMONSTRATE DIAL- ROUTINE REPAIR/REFURBISN-
NOSTIO TECHNIQUES, HANDLING MENT OF NEXT GENERATION
SPACECRAFT
4. PERFORM FLUID'IRANSFER DEVELOP/DEMONSTRATE SAFE WILL BE NEEDED IN ROUTINE(PROPELLANTS, 010LANTS, ETC) FLUID TRANSFER METHODS SPACE OPERATIONS IN LEO, GEO,
MANUALLY OR E'i REMOTE ON SIO AND OTVI
CONTROL
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TOM CANDIDATE MISSIONS
OBJECTIVES
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY
AND DEMONSTRATION AND MISSION PERFORMANCE
u. REPAIR/SERVICE FREEFLYING DEVELOP DIAGNOSTIC TECHNI- WILL BE NEEDED FOR SERVICE ON
SATELLITE "IN SITU" BY REMOTE QUES AND REMOTE DELICATE SATELLITES UNSUITABLE FOR
CONTROL HANDLING OPERATIONS DOCKING ON SS
6. REPAIR/SERVICE "IN SITU" WITH DEVILOP/DEMONSTRATE CREW Will BE USED FOR COMPLEX
AID OF MANNED OTV, EVA OPERATIONS REMOTE FROM IN SITU SERVICING TASKS
OPERATIONS SS
T. RESUPPLY AND HARVEST DIVE LOP/DEMONSTRATE ACCESS NEEDED FOR ROUTINE OPERA-
PRODUCTS FROM FREE FLYING TO AND REMOVALIINSERTION Of TION IN FF COMMERCIAL
ZERO-O PROCESSING PLATFORM SMILE MAGAZINES PROCESSING PLATFORMS
USING TM $
S. RETRIEVE AND PREPARE A S!C DEVELOP RETRIEVAL WILL BE USED IN RETURNING
FOR RETURN TO GROUND VIA TECHNIOUES SATELLITES FOR REFURBISHMENT
ORBITER ON GROUND
BY 4
FOLDOUT FRAMLC
TOM CANDIDATEMNNOFS
011ACTIVES
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT OPIRATIONALCAPANLITY
AND DEMONSTRATION AND MINION PERFORMANCE
7, PROVIDE COMMANDAXINTRIft EXPAND SE OPERATIONS ADDED SSCAIANLITV
CAPANLITV FOR PROXIMITY TECHNIQUES AND CREW
OPERATIONS (FREE FLYERS.
TMSI
S. EXERCISE FORMATION FLYING DEVI LOP PRACTICALtEFfIOIEIT ENHANCE ISOPERATN7NCAPA-
MODES OF UNMAFMIED R.AT - PROXIMITY OPERATIONS MODES SILITV IN U M
	
FREE FLYING
FORM, OTHER SUSSATELLITES ►IATFORMRI
S. PROVIDE AND DEMONSTRATE DEMONSTRATE AUTOMATED USE DURING CARGO TRAN&FIR.
AUTOMATEDRENOEZVOUS/ SATELLITE RETRIEVAL TMSMSSIONSANDSATELLITE
DOCXIW CAPANLITY TECHNIOUSS RETRIEVAL
10, ADD PROVISION FOR TETHERED 04MiONMATE CONTROLLED USE IN TETHERED PAYLOAD
PAYLOAD DEPLOYMENT AND TETHER DEPLOYMENT/ MISSION
CONTROL RETRACTION
11. DEVELOP AND DEMONSTRATE DEVELOP PRACTICAL FUELE"I- RETRIEVE CEO SATE LLITEPoll
GEO SATELLITE RETRIEVAL IN CIENT AEROBRAKING REFURSISNMEENT AND REPAIR
AEROBRAKING MODE TECHNIQUE
T OM C ANDIDA T I MI,tSKMS
04L*CI IVI5
T I CHNOLOGY III VI U OPMI N I O"RATKNIAL CAPA§ILITY
AND Of MONSTIAI ION AND MISSKON H RFORMANCI
S. DEPLOY LARGE ANTENNA STRUCTURAL ASSEMBLY AND REGWRW 1v NEXT GENERATION
STRUCTURE AND TEST RADA 7430M CONTROL TECHNIQUES: CPMM SATE LUM.	 AND RADIO
TI N PATTERN MEASUREMENT BY FREE ASTRONOMY MISS *A
FLYER
S. INTEGRATE LARGE SPACE STRUC- DIVE LOP ASSEMBLY. TEST AND SAME At NO,. 1.7
TURF WITH FREE FLYING SATEL- LAUNCH TECHNIQUES Of LAROt
LITE CORE MODULE AND DEPLOY/ STRUCTURES
LAUNCH FROM Rif
7. PERFORM DHASSEMNLV OP DEVELOP REMOTE AND MANUAL SUPPORT RE-USE Of EXISTING
SPACECRAFT FOR ON-STATION (EVA) MANIPULATION. TRANS- SPACE HARDWARE
STORAGE OR RETURN TO GROUND FIR AND STORAGE TECHNIQUES
ORIGINAL ma is
OF POOP 0 1 ,%,  1%*
REPAIR
Figure 5.2-1. TDM Candidates
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this study we defined specific selec-
tion criteria, with the concurrence of
the MSFC study manager.
5.2.2 Overview of TOM Selection
The criteria and selection fac-
tors which we formulated to guide the
selection of specific sample TOM mis-
sions are listed below. The princi-
pal criteria are to be met by the
candidate missions to qualify for
selection. The "Other Selection Fac-
tors" also express important consid-
erations in the systematic selection
process.
Principal Criteria
c) Combines several technology devel-
opment objectives
d) Is realistic as to projected cost,
schedule and support equipment
Other Selection Factors
e) Crew utilized effectively
f) Required operations exceed orbiter
stay time
g) Evolutionary growth potential
h) Involves significant new tech-
nology, design or operation
i) Satisfies several program objec-
tives
j) Supports variety of operations/
experiments or missions
a) Performs useful operational mission
	
The selected five TDMs are
listed below along with the
b) Serves to enable/enhance servicing
technology	 rationale for their selection.
SELECTED TOM	 RATIONALE
CAT. 1	 1. BUILD-UP OF SPACE STATION MANIP- • ESSENTIAL TO SS ASSEMBLY AND
ULATOR CAPABILITY
	 CARGO HANDLING CAPABILITY
CAT. 11
CAT. 111
2. ON-ORBIT SPACECRAFT ASSEMBLY,
TEST ANU LAUNCH
3. LARGE ANTENNA STRUCTURE
DEPLOYMENT
4. SERVICE/REFURBISH SATELLITE
(GRO)
5. SERVICING OF FREE-FLYING
MATERIALS PROCESSING
PLATFORM
• BASIC STEP IN ALL FUTURE A&T
MISSION ON SS
• FOLLOW-ON TO EARLIER ORBITER
BASED MISSIONS
• REPRESENTATIVE OF SPACE-
BASED ACTIVITIES NOT FEASIBLE
ON GROUND
• NEEDED IN MANY FUTURE COM-
MUNICATIONS AND EARTH OBSER-
VATION MISSIONS
• MAKE EXTENDED USE OF GRO
POSSIBLE
• NEEDED TO SUPPORT ROUTINE
COMMERCIAL SPACE PROCESSING
15
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Figure 5.2-2 shows the selected
TDMs by outline sketches to illus-
trate some salient points. In three
of these missions dealing with assem-
bly, deployment or refurbishment/
repair of satellites or space struc-
tures (TDM 2, TDM 4 and TDM 3, re-
spectively) an early space station
configuration is assumed of the type
identified in TRW's concurrent Space
Station Needs, Attributes and Archi-
tectural Options Study for NASA
Headquarters. These configurations
provide the necessary resources to
support as well as accommodate the
TDMs in question. The manipulator
track installation. TDM 1, is shown
on a reconfigured space station,
with the shuttle orbiter at one of
the available berthing ports support-
ing the construction task. The illus-
tration of TDM 5, servicing of a free-
flying materials processing platform
with aid of the TMS, only shows that
platform and the TDM approaching it
for removal/replacement of a sample
magazine or payload module. The con-
cept shown here derives from TRW's
earlier (1979-1981) conceptual design
studies of a 25 kW Space Platform and
a Materials Experiment Carrier (MEC)
attached to that platform. Both
studies were performed under NASA/
MSFC contracts (NAS8-33956 and NAS8-
33688).
Subsequent sections will pre-
sent in some detail the implementa-
tion, mission sequences, scenario
highlights, interfaces and support
requirements, precursor missions,
and overall mission benefits of
each of these TDMs.
5.2.3 TDM 1 Build-Up of Space Sta-
tion Manipul ator Capability
TDM 1 involves the construction
of a track system to support a mov-
able manipulator arm on the early
space station. A fixed manipulator
arm is assumed to be in place prior
to the start of this mission. The
track system is assembled on-orbit
from small parts delivered by the
STS. A later STS flight assists in
transferring the space station manip-
ulator arm to the track system, using
the orbiter's RMS.
This TDM requires significant
construction and assembly operations
on the space station. It enhances
the capability of the space station
and forms an experience base for
similar, future operations on the
space station and in space, generally.
Figure 5.2-3 summarizes the
results of our TDM 1 mission defini-
tion and implementation study.
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The technology develont areas
listed in Figure 5.2-3A identify
broad technology areas in this mis-
sion and summarizes the TDM benefits,
scenario highlights and space station
resources required to support the
mission.
Figure 5.2-3B summarizes mis-
sion sequences on the space station,
the STS, and ground facilities. Those
phases which must be synchronized be-
tween different elements are connec-
ted with dashed lines.
Operations are relatively auton-
omous from detailed ground direction
and control. Ground facility in-
volvement in detailed operations
should only be required in the event
of anomalies.
Figure 5.23-C identifies the
major operational and physical inter-
faces for space station support for
this mission. Also listed are the
support services and equipment re-
quired for this mission. These ser-
vices and equipment are peculiar to
this mission and must be included in
the mission cost.
Figure 5.2-3D identifies ground-
based and shuttle orbiter-based pre-
cursors. Precursor activities on the
ground include modeling and simula-
tion of large structure assembly, use
of the remote manipulators, and crew
performance observations in under-
19
water tests. Of particular interest
in these and other precursor activi-
ties is the usr of heads-up displays
(HUD) for more efficient, time sav-
ing and error free crew operations.
Careful preparation and performance
of precursor activities for each
technology development element (TDE)
on the ground and on-orbit will be a
key to achieving a successful TOM
on-board the space station and thus
lead the way to cost and time effic-
ient utilization of the SS in the
required construction tasks.
Figure 5.2-3E lists the princi-
pal TDM benefits in the evolution
and growth of the space station it-
self and in enhancing its utility
of supporting satellite launch and
repairjrefurbishment activities such
as the increased support a movable
manipulator provides to EVA crew
operations.
5.2.4 TDM 2 2 On-Orbit Spacecraft
Assembly, Test and Launch
This TDM involves on-orbit
assembly, test, fueling, and launch
of a modular spacecraft that may
exceed the weigh: or volume capacity
of a single shuttle launch or which
has been designed to be carried to
orbit partially assemb?ed. Many on-
orbit operations are touched by this
TDM including those also directly
related to servicing such as ORU
r
t
installation. inspection, deployment
of appendages. propeilant loading.
checkout, and launching from a space
station. This mission is particularly
suited for the space station because
of the time required to complete all
procedures, and because of the stor-
age, poorer, and other support facili-
ties required. Figure 5.2 -4A summa-
rizes the mission definition and
implementation study results. Figure
5.2-413 details the mission sequences
which after shuttle orbiter departure
become non-time-critics<.
A key feature of this mission
is the independence from the ground
facilities of thf' targeting and
launch of the free-flyer spacecraft
(barring anomalies). E3ecausc "'-e
launch of the spacecraft into its
transfer orbit does not involve sched-
uling extensive facilities and large
numbers of people. the launch date
and time can be much less critical.
Also, because final spacecraft testing
ie done in orbit, and because transfer
orbit injection can be delayed until
all anomalies are resolved. proba-
bility of mission success will he
improved.
Figure 5.24C summarizes major
operational and physical interfaces.
In Figure 5.174D ground-based prt-
curso- tasks are listed for four of
the tt,chnology development elviiients,
while shuttle-based precursors are
listed for all. Underwater tests
will be used to evolve and demon-
strate crew procedures. Other
ground tests, to be performed on
the air bearing simulator, will dem-
onstrate operation of the open
cherry picker. As in TDM 1, the
use of the HUD techniques will be
refined on the ground and in prep-
aration of utilization in orbital
missions.
Figure 5.2-4E summarizes mission
benefits accrusing from this TDM.
Of particular interest are those TDEs
(1 through 5) that di;-ectly serve to
enhance crew capability, efficiency
and productivity. As such they over-
lap with the TDE benefits provided by
and previously discussed under TDM
1.
5.12 .5 TDM d, large Antenna Structure
De [Aoment
Construction of large antennas
in orbit involves problems in achiev-
inq i ►rv0se geometries of large
structures and in measuring and ad-
justing the antenna pattern. Far
field measurements may require the
test receiver to be many miles from
the antenna. Because of the deform-
inq vffec.ts of gravity on the ground,
final antenna geometry adjustments
area best done on orbit. This TDM
is designed to develop the technol-
0
TECHNOLOGY (A) (B)
DEVELOPMENT ELEMENT GROUND PRECURSOR STSPRECURSOR
1.	 ORU REPLACEMENT IN EVA • UNDERWATER TEST • DEMONSTRATION AND USE ON
MODE ORBITER MSBION(t)
2. SPECIALIZED CREW SUPPORT • UNDERWATER TESTS • DEMONSTRATION AND USE ON
EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT ORBITER MSSIONM
AND TEST
3. DEMONSTRATION OF CHERRY • SIMULATOR • DEMONSTRATION AND USE ON
PICKER IN SAT ASSEMBLY ORBITER MSBION(l)
4. DEMON STRATONIISE OF • USE ON ORBITER 10=91111)
HANDLING AIDS
5.	 FLUID TRANSFER • TEST AND DEMONSTRATION ON
PROTOTYPE UNIT
• USE ON SATELLITE REFUELING
MNAION
B. UTILIZATION OF NUO IN EVA • GROUND-BASED EVALUATIONS • TEST AND UTILIZE MUD
MODEW TECHNIQUES
7. FULL-SCALE ASSEMBLYNEST • UTILIZATION ON ORBITER MS-
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OF SATELLITE)
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1.TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AREAS
• EVA TECHNOLOGIES
• ON ORBIT SPACECRAFT ASSEMBLY
-ON ORBIT REFUELING
- ON ORBIT SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM TEST
-RNA HANDLING METHODOLOGIES
2. BENEFITS
• FINAL TEST ON ORBIT IMPROVES
PROBABILITY OF MISSION SUCCESS
-SPACECRAFT MAY EXCEED STS SIZE
AND WEIGHT LIMITS
3.SPACE STATION REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY
• STORAGE PROVISIONS ON SPACE STATION
-MODULE HANDLING BY RMS, AIDED BY
CREW (EVA)
-MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL FSE
(GENERAL AND SPECIAL PURPOSE)
NEEDED
-SPECIALIZED CREW TRAINING, CREW
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
-STANDARDIZED INTERFACE DESIGN
• AUTONOMOUS MISSION SUPPORT SYSTEMS
4.SCENARIO HIGHLIGHTS
-SPACECRAFT MODULES DELIVERED ON
SUCCESSIVE SHUTTLE VISITS
• STORED ON-BOARD SPACE STATION
-ASSEMBLED, CHECKEDOUT, TESTED BY
SS CREW, PARTLY IN EVA MODE
-CREW ASSISTS IN APPENDAGE DEPLOYMENT
-CREW PREPARES SPACECRAFT FOR AND
ACCOMPLISHES LAUNCH
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D. KEY TDM PRECURSORS
OPERATIONAL INTERFACE:
SHUTTLE DOCKHIO AND CARGO TRANSFER • •
VIDEO AND VOIC_ COMMUNICATION WITH GROUND FACILITIES • •
RECEIVE TELEMETRY FROM AND ME COMMANDS TO MODULAR SPACECRAFT • •
PHYSICAL INTERFACE:
SHUTTLE/SPACE STATION DOCKING FACILITY • •
CARGO TRANSFER FACILMES • •
COMMUNICATORS LINKS TO GROUND FACILITIES • •
COMMAND/TELEMETRY LINK FROM SPACE STATION TO MODULAR SPACECRAFT • •
SUPPORT SERVICES:
DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE MODULAR SPACECRAFT AND SUPPORT ETA, PMENT • IN
CREATE DETAILED PROCEDURES FOR ON-0ROT CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS • •
MONITOR ON-016I7 OPERATIONS AND RESOLVE ANOMALIES • IN
SUPPORT EGUN9IENT:
SPECIAL FACKIOS CONTAINERS • •
SPECIAL ASSEMBLY TOOLS • •
SPACECRAFT TEST/COWUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT FOR SPACE STATION • •
MSSION PECULIAR GROUND FACILITY SOFTWARE AND PROCEDURES • •
SPACECRAFT MISSION TARGETING COMMUTER FOR SPACE STATION • •
FLYER
FIN FLYER
W RILUM TESTS OF FREE FLYER
V,*- TARGET FF COMMUTER FOR MOM
FINALMT INJECTION
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TRANpER ORBIT NIJECTN►N
FREE FLYER WARTS FROM ITATIGII
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E. KEY TDM BENEFITS
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C. MISSION INTERFACES AND SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
STS PRECURSOR STATUS
• DEMONSTRATION AND USE ON (6)
ORBITER MISSION(S) PROJECTED
1964
ON RAMS
• DEMONSTRATION AND USE ON (B)
ORBITER MSSION(S) START IN
MID-I&
• DEMONSTRATION AND USE ON (B)
ORBITER MISSION(S) PROJECTED
START 64
• USE ON ORBITER MSSIONIS) (B)
PROJECTED
LATE 86
• TEST AND DEMONSTRATION ON (B)
PROTOTYPE UNIT 1964
• USE ON SATELLITE REFUELING (B)
MISEION CONCEPT
• TEST AND UTILIZE NUD CONCEPT
TECHNIQUES
• UTILIZATION ON ORBITER NHS- CONCEPT
SIONS (INCLUDINGRMS
DEPLOYMENT AND SEPARATION
OF SATELLITE)
TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT ELEMENT MISSION BENEFIT($)
1. ORU REPLACEMENT IN EVA • ESSENTIAL ELEMENT IN ASSEMBLY, SERVICING AND REPAIR
MODE OF SATELLITES BY CREW
2. SPECIALIZED CREW SUPPORT • ENHANCES CREW EFFECTIVENESS AND SAFETY
EOUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT
3. USE OF CHERRY PICKER • SAME AS TDM-/, NO.2
4. USE OF HOLDING FIXTURE • INCREASED P/L HANDLING FLEXIBILITY AND CONTROL
5. FLUID TRANSFER • ESSENTIAL TO MOST SATELLITE SERVICING MISSIONS, INCLUD-
ING PROPELLANT AND COOLANT TRANSFER OR RELOADING
6. HUD UTILIZATION IN EVA • SAME AS TOM-1, NO. 5
7. PRIOR DEMCOMRATION OF • USHERS IN ERA OF SATELLITE Or-ORBIT ASSEMBLY
OF SATELLITE ASSEMBLY TEST • INCREASES EFFICIENCY OF LARGER SCALE ASSEMBLY ON SS
AND LAUNCH ON STS
OVERALL TOM BENEFIT - ESTABLISHES SS AS OPERATIONAL BASE BEYOND STS
FOR DEPLOYING LARGE SATELLITES
E0LDOU!Z
	
Fi Fare 5.2-4. On-Orbit Spacecraft
Assembly, Test and
Launch (TDM 2)
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ogies required for these operations.
The mission features an antenna
support structure designed to isolate
the antenna dish from space station
disturbance torques, and a self-
deploying antenna dish. Structural
members added by EVA. after dish de-
ployment, increase overall structural
stiffness of the antenna.
Figure 5.2-5A sunrnarizes the
mission concept; Figure 5.2-56 shows
a sunrnary of mission sequences. Fig-
ure 5.2-5C indicates interface and
support requirements. Some of the
mission tasks are difficult to accom-
plish and require considerable mis-
sion peculiar support and test equip-
ment. extensive planning of crew func-
tions and procedures.
Figure 5.2-50 lists TDFs con-
cerning antenna dish deployment,
shape measurement and control, meas-
urement of the antenna beam pattern
and demonstration of the antenna which
are suitable for precursor denronstra-
tions on the ground or on the shuttle
orbiter. The most important, last
entry in this chart involves antenna
performance verification, a mission-
related task. such as wide-band com-
munication to a distant probe or sub-
satellite. Structural deformations
due to pointing dynamics and thermal
transients on enter ► n^j and leaving
solar eclipses dre of principal con-
cern for the proposed large (60 m)
antenna diamter.
A ground-based series of an-
tenna shape measurements and control
demonstrations have already been
performed by NASAJLsRC, with subse-
quent test series in progress at
Harris Aerospace Company.
The overall benefit of this TRM
(Figure 5.2-5E) is the establishment
of the new technology of deploying/
erecting large, high-precision
structures such as antennas with
diameters in excess of 20 m. Also
it directly serves several new and
ambitious space mission categories
that depend critically on the avail-
ability of large antenna reflectors
(e.g.. radio astronomy. microwave
radionrete ►y, space-based radar and
mobile unit satellite coninunication
by spot beams).
'.2.6 TDM 4, Service and Refurbish-
--- --	 - - -  
ment of an FxistinQ  Satellite
This mission makes use of an
existing satellite such as the Gamma
Ray Observatory (GRQ) at its planned
end of life. Because mission time
constraints are not significant com-
pared to a shuttle mission, even
units not designed for or.-orbit re-
pair may be serviceable. This mis-
sion may be thought of as a generic
on-orbit satellite refurbic ,ment mis-
sion for the space station. Its
_i
D. KEY TOM PRECURSORS
TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT ELEMENT
(A)
GROUND PRECURSOR
IN
STSPRECURWR
1. 81141RSIT DEPLOYMENT/ • DEMONSTRATE WITH STRUC- • SEVERAL ANTENNA DEPLOY- (A)
ERECTION OF LARGE ANTENNA TURAL MODEL ON TEST MENT DEMONSTRATION$ ON
STRUCTURE (AUTOMATIC /EVA STAND (SMALLER ANTENNA ORBITER (UP TO IBM DIAMETER) ($
ASSISTED) SIZE)
2. DEMONSTRATENERIFY • GROUND DEMONSTRATIONS • DEMONSTRATE ON-WARD Iq
ON-ORBIT	 ANTENNA PERFORMEDRf010 N	 AllER SHUTTLE ORBITER !SMALLER
SHAPE MEASUREMENT AND ANTENNAS AT LSRC 09111) ANTENNA HIM)
CONTROL TECHNIQUES
3. MEASURE ANTENNA BEAM • CONVENTIONALLY PER- • PRECISION TRACKING AND POST- (01
PATTERN BY FREE FLYING FORMED ON SMALLER THIN CONTROL OF FREE-FLYING
PROBE ANTENNAS (ANTENNA TEST PROBE 1@41, MANEUVERING
FACILITY) CAMERA UNIT
4. DEMONSTRATE ANTENNA - -
BEAM STEERING
S. DEMONRRATENERIFY • DEMONSTRATE ON LARGE • DEMONSTRATE ON $TALLER (8)
ANTENNA PERFORMANCE IN GROUND ANTENNAS ANTENNAS DEPLOYED FROM
MISSION RELATED TASKS ORBITER
A. TDM NO. 3 SUMMARY
1. TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AREAS
• EVA CONSTRUCTION
*TMS OPERATIONS
•AUTOIMATFD ANTENNA SHAPE CONTROL
*MEASUREMENT & TEST OF LARGE STRUCTURE
DYNAMICS
*ON-ORBIT SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM TEST
*REMOTE RF MEASUREMENTS
2.BENEFITS
*ANTENNAS MAY EXCEED SIZE AND WEIGHT
LIMITATIONS OF SHUTTLE
*PRECISE GEOMETRIES MAY BE ACHIEVED
3. SPACE STATION REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY
-SPECIALIZED MECHANICAL AND CREW
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
-OPTICAL/LASER SHAPE MONITORING
•SHAPE CONTROL TECHNIQUES
*PRECISION TRACKING AND CONTROL OF
FREE FLYING (TMS) RECEIVER LOCATION
• SPECIALIZED CREW TRAINING
*AUTONOMOUS MISSION SUPPORT SYSTEMS
4.SCENARIO HIGHLIGHTS
*SHUTTLE DELIVERS FOLDED ANTENNA
STRUCTURE
*CREW ERECTS ANTENNA DISH, AIDED BY
LASER OR PASSIVE OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS
• FREE FLYING PROBE (TMS) MEASURES
ANTENNA PATTERN
*ANTENNA TRIMMING AS REQUIRED
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C. MISSION INTERFACES AND SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
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OPERATNNIAL INTERFACE:
SHUTTLE DOCKING AND CARGO TRANSFER ! •
VIDEG AGO VOICE CDMIWNICATION WITH GROUND FACILITIES • •
PHYSICAL INTERFACE:
SNUTTLEIIFACE STATION DOCKING FACILITY • •
CARGO TRANSFER FACILITIES • •
CARGO STORAGE FACILITIES ! •
C11	 iNICATIM LINKSTO GROUND FACILMU • •
SUPPORT SERVICES:
DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE TRACK STRUCTURE AND CONTROL SYSI • •
CREATE DETAILED PROCEDURES FOR ON-GRNT CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS • •
MONITOR 0N-01111I7 OPERATIONS AGO RESOLVE ANOMALIES • •
SUNORT EQUIPMENT:
SPECIAL PACKING CONTAINERS Al •
SPECIAL ASSEMBLY TOOLS 0 •
TRACK SYSTEM TEST SET • i
MISSION PECULIAR GROUND FACILITY SOFTWARE AND PROCEDURES • •
E. KEY TOM BENEFITS
DEMONSTRATE ON SMALLER I IS)
ANTENNAS DEPLOYED FROM 	 MID-lb
ORBITER
TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT ELEMENT MISSION BENEFITS)
1. DEMONSTRATE ON-ORBIT • ENABLES CONSTRUCTION OF LARGE ANTENNAS FOR RADIO
DEPLOYMENWERECTION OF ASTRONOMY, MICROWAVE RADIOMETRY, SPACE-BASED LASER,
LARGE ANTENNA STRUCTURE MOBILE SATELLITE COMM(AUTOMATIC/EVA ASSISTED) • DEMONSTRATES AUTOMATIC AND MANUALLY ASSISTED ANTENNA
DEPLOYMENT TECHNIOUES
2. DEMONSTRATEIVERIFY • VERIFIES ACHIEVEMENT OF SPECIFIED ANTENNA SHAPE
ON-ORBIT LARGE ANTENNA
SHAPE MEASUREMENT AND
CONTROL TECHNIOUES
3. MEASURE ANTENNA BEAM • VERIFIES ANTENNA PATTERN IN NEAR ON FAR FIELD
PATTERN BY FREE-FLYING •
 ESTABLISHES/VERIFIES PRECISION CONTROL OF FREE FLYINGPROBE (O.B., TMS) PROBES
4. DEMONSTRATE/VERIFY • VERIFIES OVERALL ANTENNA PERFORMANCE IN OPERATING
ANTENNA PERFORMANCE IN MODES DICTATED BY MISSION PROFILE (SEE ITEM 1)
MISSION-RELATED TASKS, 0. .
RADIO ASTRONOMY, SPOT BEAM
COMMUNICATION, MICROWAVE
RADIOMETRY
OVERALL TOM BENEFIT — DEMONSTRATES AND VERIFIES ON-ON;BIT CONSTRUCTION, MEASURE-
MENT AND CONTROL OF LARGE ANTENNAS NEEDED IN RADIO
ASTRONOMY, MICROWAVE RADIOMETRY (GROUND OBSERVATION),
SPACE-BASED RADAR, MOBILE COMM SATELLITE MISSIONS
C73:ZtGINAL F'A'KE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
Figure 5.2-5. Large Antenna Structure
Deployment ' (TDM 3)
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characteristics are summarized in
Figure 5.2-6A.
The GRO, which is in about the
same orbit as the space station, is
retrieved by the TMS. One secured to
the station, the GRO can be inspected,
tested, disassembled and repaired.
The space station can wait for deliv-
ery of parts or modules which are
determined to need replacement. After
repair, refurbishment and refueling
the GRO will be redeployed by the TMS
for an extension of its planned mis-
sion.
Figure 5.2-6B shows the mission
sequence including operations by the
SS, the TMS, and ground facilities.
Figure 5.2-6C indicates mission inter-
faces and support requirements. Mis-
sion peculiar space station inter-
faces are the satellite berthing area,
power and data lines, and a fuel
transfer facility. Support services
and equipment for this mission depend
upon what reeds to be done to refur-
bish the GRO.
Together with TDM 5 (Servicing
of a Materials Processing Platform)
this TDM will involve servicing oper-
ations most frequently required in
the era of the manned space station.
Ground-based tests and simulations
will therefore be important precur-
sors in the evolution of the servic-
ing techniques requires (see Figure
5.2-6E). All of these are principal
on-orbit servicing tasks as commxanly
viewed by system planners and project
managers. This TDM therefore is one
of the most important ones in the
entire range of TOM candidates inves-
tigated. It also tends to be among
the most complex and diversified
technology developments.
The five TD elements identified
in the chart emphasize crew proced-
ures, crew support equipment, and
crew utilization modes (e.g., heads-
up display provisions) and overlap
in part with TDEs called out in the
preceding TDMs. A key benefit of
establishing such procedures by TDM
4 is to gain increased confidence in
planning for future use of on-orbit
maintenance activities as a routine
assignment to the SS crew. It thus
provides a critical shake-down or
"debugging" phase in the overall
evolution of man-in-space technology
and space station capability.
5.2.7 TDM 5 Servicing of Free-
Flying Materia s Processing
Platform MPP
Figure 5.2-7A summarizes the
characteristics of the free-flying
materials processing platfrom ser-
vicing mission. This TDM differs
from the first four in that it is an
open ended, pilot plant operation
which can develop into a continuous
operational mission. Only one ser-
24
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D. KEY TDM PRECURSORS
TFCNNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT ELEMENT
w
GROUND PRECURSOR
it)
STSPRECURSOR
1. TEST/DENONSTRATION OF ORU • UNDERWATER TEST • ON-ORSIT TEST AND UTILIZA-
REPLACEMENT IN EVA 111000 1 TION ON SOLAR41AX IDIOM
2.	 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL • 011OUND 1=0 SIIMILATION • ON.ORSIT UTILIZATION ON
DE1gNKTRATION BY CREW AND TRAINING, HELUOWO SOLAR MAX MISSION
MAN USING um UNDERWATER TESTS
3.	 HUD UTILIZATION ON ORBITER- • GROUN04MMO EVALUATION • OIMITMR-BASED OPERATIONAL
BASED
MNSIOMiW
SAii€LATE REPAIR SERIES USE OF MUO
4. TOPS USE IN SATELLITE • GROUND-BASED SIMULATIONS • GAITER-BASED OPERATIONAL
RETRIEVAL AND BY TMB NODEL USM OF TMs
REDEPLOYMENT
S.	 FLUID TRANiFER(l) • OPERATIONAL USE ON IN
REFUELING MOM
A. TDM NO.4 SUMMARY
	
& MISSION SEQUENCE
GRO
WA
EARLY
SPACE STATION
1.TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AREAS
a EVA CONSTRUCTION/DISASBEMBLY
e ON ORBIT FLUID TRANSFER/STORAGE
• TMS OPERATIONS
•PART REPLACEMENT
*CONTINGENCY SERVICE OPERATIONS
•ON ORBIT SYSTEM/SUSSYSTEM TEST
*SATELLITE RETRIEVAL
*ADVANCED CREW SUPPORT TECHNOLOGIES
2.BENEFITS
*EXTENSION OF LIFE OF GRO
*APPLICABLE TO REPAIR/REFURBISHMENT
OF MANY OTHER S/C
3.SPACE STATION REQUIREMENTS
•MECH AND ELECT SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
*CREW SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
*REFILLABLE PROPELLANT TANKS
*SPECIAL CREW TRAINING
*AUTONOMOUS MISSION SUPPORT SYSTEMS
4.SCENARIO HIGHLIGHTS
s GRO RETRIEVED FROM 400 KM ORBIT
*COMPREHENSIVE STATUS TESTS
• REFURBISHMENT/REPAIR OF UNITS
*PROPELLANT REFILL
*COMPREHENSIVE CHECKOUT
•REDEPLOYMENT INTO OPERATIONAL ORBIT
")RE ALSO TOM-2, NO. I	 a1SEE ALSO TO04, MO. E 	 DIRE ALSO TOW, 00. E
IS)
STSPRECURSON
STATUS
DRSIT TEST AND UTILIZA- (S)
I ON SOLAR41AX 0=00 PROJECTED
FOR 1994
9RSIT UTILIZATION ON (S)
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ITER-BASSO OPERATIONAL TSO
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OPERATIONAL INTERFACE:
SNVTTLE DOCKING AND CARGO TRANSFER • •
VIDEO AND VOICE CONMNUNICATION WN GROUND FACILITIES • •
PHYSICAL INTERFACE:
SINIMEWACE STATION DOCROG FACILITY IN •
CAMOTRANSFERFACILITIES • •
COMMICATSONS LINKS TO GROUND FACILITIES • •
BERTHING AREA • •
PMR AND DATA LINES • •
FUEL TRANSFER FACILITY i •
SUPPORT SERVICES:
SUPPLY REGUIIED PARTS AND FUEL • i
CREATE DETAILED PROCEDURES FOR ON-ORW SERVICING OPERATIONS • •
MONITOR ON-098I1 OPERATIONS AND RESOLVE ANOMALIES i •
SUPPORT EGUINNN)NT:
SPECIAL ASSEMBLY TOOLS • •
SPECIAL TEST EGUNWNT • •
or
E. TDM BENEFITS
TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT ELEMENT MISSION GENEFITUf)
1. ORU REPLACEMENT IN EVA • SAME AS TDM-2, NO, 1
MODE
2. SATELLITE RETRIEVAL BY • EXTENDS SATELLITE RETRIEVAL CAPABILITY TO FAILED ON
CREWMAN USING MMU NON-COOPERATING SATELLITES (EXAMPLE - SOLAR MAX
MISSION)
• INCREASES SATELLITE SERVICING OPTIONS TO WIDER CLASS
OF CANDIDATE SATELLITES. AND SACK$ UP TM$ MODE
S. HUD UTILIZATION • SAME AS TOM-1, NO.5 AND TDM-2,140.6
4, TMS USE IN SATELLITE • PREREOUISITE TO PERFORMING ROUTINE RETRIEVAL/
RETRIEVAL AND REDEPLOYMENT IN MOST SATELLITE MAINTENANCE/REPAIRI
REDEPLOYMENT REFURBISHMENT MISSIONS, ESPECIALLY ON SATELLITES NOT
CAPABLE OF PERFORMING REOUIRED MANEUVERING
S. FLUID TRANSFER • SAME AS TOM-2, NO.6
OVERALL TOM BENEFIT— EXTENDS LIFE OF SATELLITES, INCREASES UTILITY TO
NO. S
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Figure 5.2-6. Service/Refurbish
Existing Satellite (GRO)
(TDM 4)
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vicing cycle is considered here. S
sequent repairs to the MPP become
necessary. In this event the MPP
would be returned to the space sta-
tion.
Mission sequences (see Figure
5.2-7B) involve activities of the
space station, the nearby materials
processing platform, and the tele-
operator maneuvering system. The
space station determines the need for
and schedules the servicing mission.
The free-flying platform has a largely
passive role, generating telemetry
except when shut down by command up-
on approach of the TMS.
The control of this mission is
entirely by the space station. It
monitors the platform telemetry and
commands the TMS. The role of ground
facilities is limited except in the
case of an anomaly.
The space station interfaces
peculiar to this mission are largely
communication interfaces. The physi-
cal interface is via the TMS (see
Figure 5.2-70. Extensive special-
ized support equipment and services
will be required for the automated,
near-autonomous on-orbit operations.
Precursor activities are listed
in Figure 5.2-7D. The anticipated
frequent requirement of servicing a
free-flying materials processing
platform in the space station era,
for purposes of resupply of new sam-
ple material and return of finished
samples, demands a fully mature tech-
nology of routine, remotely controlled
in-situ operations. Ground-based
demonstration and pathfinder tests
with various types of materials
processing facilities and subsequent
on-orbit demonstrations on the shut-
tle are important stepping stones to
developing this technology and gaining
confidence in fault-free operational
Although the actual remote ser-
vicing techniques will not likely be
demonstrated prior to the advent of
the space station, we anticipate that
some TMS sorties from the shuttle
will be flown in the late 1980s as
precursors to the automated operations
of in-situ module handling. Further
study will be required. The timely
availability of TMS for early orbital
application (prior to 1990) will be
a prerequisite to achieving the TD
element No. 3. Also, this precursor
depends on the state of development
of materials processing platforms.
The overall benefit of this TDM
is to develop and demonstrate opera-
tional procedures that will be essen-
tial in future space processing and
space industrialization projects and
will have to be performed in a routine
semi-automatic or fully automatic
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Figure 5.2-1. Servicing of Free-Flying
Materials Processing
Platform (T1^! 5)
FOB MMI,
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mode, under remote control from the
space station, see Figure 5.2-7E. In
order to make space processing prac-
tical and economically attractive,
the planned periodic and routine re-
supply of raw material and harvesting
t
	 of finished products must be carried
out frequently and without malfunc-
tion.
Utilization of the TMS is a cri-
tical element in this chain of activ-
ities. The space station will pro-
vide the appropriate operational base
for practicing TMS deployment, remote
control and retrieval. A simulated
or realistic free-flying materials
processing platform will sera as the
object of validating this tecanology
and debugging the newly developed pro-
cedures and support equipment.
5.2.8 Sumrary of TOM Precursor
Act°v —it ies
Figure 5.2-8 summarizes TOM-
related precursor activities to be
undertaken prior to the space sta-
tion involvement. These activities
are classified into ground tests,
with and without use of a neutral
buoyancy facility, and activities con-
ducted on or by the shuttle orbiter.
In the latter category, Project COPE
("Capabilities for Opportunities, Pay-
loads and Experiments") is referred
to as an example providing low-cost
opportunities for exercising selected
28
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TOM-related functions on shuttle
flights. Crew involvement in check-
ing out the feasibility, practical-
ity, safety or effectiveness of cer-
tain TOM operations and hardware
design approaches is an important
aspect of most of the pre-SS tests
and experiments listed in this chart.
5.2.9 Crew Utilization and Crew
Safety Concerns
Figure 5.2-9 summarizes the
essential role of the space station
crew in performing satellite ser-
vicing functions. Listed are the
unique capabilities of the human
operator and resulting key benefits
accruing from human involvement,
especially where judgement and de-
cision making is required. Func-
tional diversity, adaptability, flex-
ibility, improvisation, visual per-
ception, and response to unforeseen
contingencies and failure modes are
attributes of the human operator that
will be required in most servicing
tasks. Substitution of automated/
robotic systems would be complex and
potentially more costly.
An analysis of space station
crew size requirements was performed
during TRWs concurrent Space Station
Needs, Attributes and Architectural
Options Study for NASA Headquarters*.
*TRW Document 2232.8:-014, 8 Feb 83
H.L. Harkleroad
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Figure 5.2-8. TDM-•Related Activities Preceding Space Station
MAN WILL: RESULTING SENEFIT:
• SENSE UNMMEDICTED PROKIMS AND MAKE • AVOID UNANTICIPATED COSTLY FAILURES
REAL -TIME DECISIOMM ON THE SPOT
• JUDGE WHEN DATA GATHERING VIA SENSURS IS APPRO-
PRIATE. HENCE REDUCE DATA TRANSMITTED TO EARTV
• PERFORM COMPLEX ASSEMBLY. INTEGRATION • UNPACK, ASSEMBLE. CHECKCKIT DELICATE INSTRAUMMUTS
AND TEST OPERATIONS — LESS RUGGED VWRt" %%f DESIGNS POSE
— COMPLEX MECHAMIS - , %M CALIMATION AND
OPERATION UNNEC&O W Y
• WITH HELP OF MANIPULATORS (E.G.. RMS ASIMOMSLE
OBJECTS TOO LARGE TO SE LAUNCHED INTACT
• DEVELOP ON-ORSIT ASEAMMLY FACILITIES, IMIMCE
REDUCE SATELLITE WEMOTIC ST
• SERVI E MAINTAI IREPAIRINEPLACE • EXTEND LIFE OF SPACECRAFT. SWR OWD PERFORMANCE
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Figure 5.2-9. Man's Attributes Will Enhance On-Orbit
Satellite Servicing
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It showed that a growth from 5 to 10
crew members will occur in the course
of space station evolution in the
1990s. Thus the assignment of at
least two or three men to tasks re-
quired for servicing TDMs can be
accommodated comfortably.
Crew safety is an overriding con-
cern in defining, planning and imple-
menting TDMs such as the sample mis-
sions investigated in this study as
well as shuttle based precursor
missions.
Actually, none of the tasks we
have identified constitute an irer-
ently greater safety hazard than
other EVA operations projected for
future shuttle or space station mis-
sions. However, in utilizing novel
crew support equipment such as the
manned maneuvering unit (MMU), the
RMS cherry picker, new payload handl-
ing and positioning equipment and/or
multiple RMS support, special care
must be exercised to provide adequate
training and to perform in flight
missions with all necessary safety
precautions.
5.2.10 Space Station Resources and
Capabi ities Uti ized_TDMs
Figure 5.2-10 presents a break-
down of space station resources, at-
tributes and ca pabilities involved
in, or required for the servicing
activities that are to be performed
in each of the five selected example
TDMs. Dark circles indicate major
dependence, open circles moderate
dependence (or interaction) of these
TDM activities on (or with) SS
resources and features.
The purpose of the chart is to
exhibit the degree by which each of
the TDMs interact with the SS, as
a further check on the suitability
of our TDM selection. A high degree
of TDM dependence/interaction in
most of the SS capability columns
indicates a comparatively high level
of mission complexity (and vice versa)
and also tends to justify the selec-
tion in terms of the multiple SS
capabilities and functions that will
be exercised by that mission.
5.3 TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT MISSION
PROGRAMMATIC ANALYSIS
This task of the study produced
as principal outputs a schedule and
cost estimate for each of the five
TDMs. In addition, for each TDM,
three other tasks were completed.
A critical item/risk assessment was
made as was a study comparing con-
duct of the mission using the early
space station versus using the shut-
tle. The potential impact of the
TDMs on the environment was investi-
gated. Costs varied widely for the
TDMs and two alternative approaches
were scheduled and costed for three
'f
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Figure 5.2-10. Space Station Role in TDM Mission Implementation
TDMs to provide information about the depends upon the growth cycle planned
possible range of costs. Figure
	 for the space station and TRW's space
5.3-1 shows the basic cost and sched- 	 station study tentatively shows growth
uling assumptions for each of the
	 to incorporate a mobile manipulator
TDMs including the alternatives for	 capability occurring in 1983. TDM 3
TDMs 2, 3 and 5.
	 is dependent upon large structure and
Schedule. Figure 5.3-2A is a 	 large antenna technologies and the pro-
composite schedule for the five TDMs
	
Jected need for that technology.
detailed by TRW. TDMs 2, 4 and 5
	 This composite schedule also
can occur in approximately the same
	 gives some feel for the relative
timeframe - in 1991 shortly after	 lead time required for the TDMs.
the early space station becomes oper- 	 TDM 4 requires the least lead time;
ational. TDM 4 involving GRO has the
	 since it utilizes GRO, a funded and
most critical schedule since its mis-	 planned program. TDM 3 requires the
sion by current schedules is completed longest, again, for technology reasons.
in the second quarter of calendar	
Cost. Figure 5.3-2B shows the
1990 - about six months before IOC of costs for each proposed TDM includ-
an initial space station. TDM 1
	 ing alternative approaches for TDMs
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MAN
I
PULATOR CAPASH.ITY CONSTRUCTION
• MINIMUM LEVEL OF NEW HARDWARE AND SERVICE REOUIRED
ZJ ON-ORBIT ASSEMBLY, TEST AND APPROACH 1
LAUNCH OF SPACECRAFT
• AN EXPERIMENTAL SPACECRAFT IS BUILT FOR TOM
• USE EXISTING SUBSYSTEM DESIGNS
• REDUCED REDUNDANCY REQUIREMENTS
APPROACH 2
• ASSUME AN EXISTING SPACECRAFT PROGRAM SATISFIES TOM NEEDS
• TOM IS AN ADDITIONAL TASK IN THE DEPLOYMENT OF THE SPACECRAFT
3 LARGE ANTENNA STRUCTURE APPROACH 
DEPLOYMENT
• AN EXPERIMENTAL SO METER ANTENNA IS BUILT FOR TOM
APPROACH 2
• ASSUME AN EXISTING PROGRAM IS BUILDING A N METER ANTENNA FOR
PACE DEPLOYMENT
• TOM IS AN ADDITIONAL TASK IN ANTENNA DEPLOYMENT
4 SERVICE/REFURBISH SATELLITE • TOM USES ORO AT END OF ITS MISSION
IGRO) • MINIMUM LEVEL OF NEW HARDWARE AND SERVICE REOUIREO
5 SERVICING FREE FLYING MATE- APPROACH 1
RIALS PROCESSING PLATFORMS
(MPP) • TOM USES EXISTING MPPs. MINIMUM NEW HOWREISERVICES
APPROACH 2
• EXISTING MPPs USED. SOME NeW SS AND TMS AUGMENTATION
Figure 5.3-1. Summary of Cost/Schedule Assumptions
2, 3 and 5. The costs for TDMs 1,
4 and 5 are modest relative to 2 and
3 and are characterized by the use
of existing systems. Costs for these
TDMs are relatively minimal since
very little in the way of new hard-
ware and services are required. The
largest TDM cost occurs for Approach
1 of TDM 2, where a 60 meter antenna
is constructed. If a large antenna
is already available for TDM 3, then
the cost is lower. This lower cost
is still significantly larger than
TDMs 1, 4 and 5 since the TDM is
still relatively complex.
TDM 1 involves the technology
of space construction related to
activities in the placement of a
track for a mobile manipulator arm
on the space station,. Since this
TDM mainly involves observation and
evaluation of the construction ac-
tivity, little in the way of signif-
icant additional hardware needs to
be developed.
For TDM 2, two cost estimates
were provided. Approach 1 assumes
that an experimental spacecraft is
built as part of the TDM while
Approach 2 assumes that an existing
space program has a spacecraft that
can justify the needs of the TDM.
For TDM 3, two approaches to
cost estimates were also taken. In
Approach 1, a 60 meter antenna with
associated feeds, sensors and test 1
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electronics is built. For Approach
2, a large antenna that sa.isfies
TDM 3 objectives is assumed to be
available from an existing program
and the TDM is assumed to be an addi-
tional task added to the antenna de-
ployment on the space station.
TDM 4 uses the existing GRO sys-
tem so this TDM will also require
very little in the way of new hard-
ware development.
Similarly TDM 5 has two ap-
proaches. Approach 1 assumes the
TDM uses existing materials processing
platforms to perform the mission.
Approach 2 has more capability added
as part of the TDM for more complex,
automated servicing of the free fly-
ing platform with comparable capabil-
ity at the space station.
The following ground rules and
assumptions characterize the cost
estimates of all proposed TDMs. All
cost estimates are in 1984 dollars
and exclude contractor fees. All
TDMs will require space station sup-
port in terms of equipment and crew
time and this support is assumed to
be available at no cost to the TDM.
(Figure 5.3-2C shows the estimate
of crew time for each TDM.)
STS costs are not included in these
estimates and the NASA test facilities
are assumed available at no cost to
the TDM.
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The costing methodology is based
upon the use of TRW cost estimating
relationships (CERs), the RCA PRICE
program, analogy with past TRW ex-
perience and estimating labor hours
for a specific task or level of
effort.
Critical Item and Risk Assess-
ment. The key critical items and a
qualitative assessment of the risk
is shown in Figure 5.3-2D. The
highest risk centers around TDM 3
"Large Antenna Structure Deployment"
where new technology, as yet unproven
in a space environment, is involved.
Achieving both the required tech-
nology and the hardware for an on-
orbit experiment involves substan-
tial risk. In absolute terms the
risk to the TDM is greatest if the
TDM bears the risk of experimental
hardware development and manufacture.
Early Space Station-vs-.- STS.
The early space station provides
several broad and several specific
advantages over the STS for conduct
of these TDMs as shown in Figure
5.3-2E. These are some of the same
advantages favoring a space station
as identified in our space station
Similarly	 study for NASA Headquarters.
are
advance space-based satellite servicing toward a Batter, more effective
and economical utilisation of spaceflight, starting with a broadened
research and development flight program in the early 1990s for servicing
technology enhancement and thrusting to full scale operations by the and
of this century.
Results of this Satellite Ser-
vicing Technology Development Mis-
sions for Early Space Stations study
produced these principal conclusions:
1. On-orbit satellite servicing is
technically feasible.
2. On-orbit satellite servicing
will support a wide range of NASA,
DOD, and commercial missions.
The broad nature of this support
will protend operational, and
economical benefits to the users.
3. The early space station can and
must play a vital role in devel-
oping a national satellite ser-
vicing on-orbit capability.
4. Development of certain critical
technology elements needed to
perform on-orbit satellite ser-
vicing should be started at an
early date.
future satellite servicing from the
space station, many issues and design
questions pervade considerations in
various disciplines. The degree
of autonomy desired and man-machine
interface questions are typical ex-
amples. In addition, the initial and
life-cycle costs and evolutionary
35
growth guidelines are clearly the
dominant drivers in planning a tech-
nology program responsive to satel-
lite servicing/space station needs.
To better describe the technology
goals and to facilitate communica-
tions across disciplinary lines, this
study has identified an initial list
of primary TDMs and derived their
requirements.
Dominant study results deal
with seven items:
1. Satellite servicing technology
development missions:
a) Five system's level TDMs were
conceptually defined, planned,
and costed. Their space sta-
tion precursor tests, role of
the early space station, and
benefits were analyzed. The
TDMs combined technology devel-
opment with operational useful-
ness.
b) Twenty-six technology develop-
ment elements, associated with
the five TDMs, were identified.
2. Space station's role in on-orbit
satellite servicing highlighted
as:
a) Provide long duration base for
TOM implementation.
T .	 In evolving a technology base for
b) Provide necessary resources for
conducting TOM operations.
c) Provide laboratory made for
equipment trials, techniques
develcpmant, establishment of
standards, training, and con-
tingency servicing.
d) First step in the evolutionary
growth of servicing from devel-
opment to operational status.
3. Existing technology is insuf-
ficient, in some areas, to allow
the conduct, at present, of opera-
tional on-orbit servicing. The
study identified a list of import-
ant technologies that must start
now.
4. Some current ground-based assem-
bly/test, simulations, and train-
ing facilities are relevant to
space-based satellite servicing.
c) Test and deployment of deploy-
able equipment and structures.
d) Analysis and troubleshooti ng
primarily by visual oWryatitm.
e) Replacing or adding equip,
instruments for mission flexi-
bility and growth.
f) Replenishing of consumables.
g) Cleaning and refurbishing
satellite surfaces.
5. Satellite servicing will proceed	 h) Cwosynch servicing if costs
in an evolutionary, rather than	 are in-line with benefits.
a revolutionary manner. It will
be closely tied to space station 	 T. Role of the space station crew
evolution.	 in the conduct of the TOM
SATELLITE SERVICING EVOLUTION
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6. Benefits of on-orbit satellite
	 a) Evaluate the flight crew during
servicing. The seven United 	 typical satellite servicing
	 -
States and seven international 	 operations to help determine the
► 	 spacecraft manufactures we con-	 crew ' s optimum role and to quan-
tacted siad they could see a
	 tify crew productivity.
long term benefit of satellite
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b) Provide in-flight data on man/
machine interfaces to enhance
the efficiency and safety of
the crew in future missions.
Seven issues dominate the think-
ing and planning relative to on-orbit
satellite servicing. They are listed
below. Some pertain to technology
and engineering; most depend on NASA
prograrmatic decisions; they all de-
serve near-term attention.
The follow-on (Part 1-I) phase of this
study, which 14SFC plans to initiate
in June 193 and continue for 18
months, will generate further details
on the above results, issues, and
conclusions.
Finally, it is uncertain at this
time if budget reality will allow
near term implementation of efforts
directed at all of the technology
i
i
I
1. Safety - Crew and mission safety standards will be imposed on satel-
it to servicing operations. In order for satellite servicing to
achieve a routine operational status, the operations will have to be
proven to be low risk. Safety criteria needs to be developed.
(2. Pro ect Costs - Goals for the initial satellite servicing using the
` early space station will certainly reflect NASA funding constraints.
3. Space Systems Desi gned for Servicing - For satellites and space sys-
tems to be effectively  an econom cally serviced on-orbit, they must
be designed for it. Future spacecraft specifications must reflect thi
operational mode.
4. Space Station Evolution - Architecture and capability and IOC of the
early space statToFIRR evolutionary path to increased capability will
impact satellite servicing progress.
S. TechnoloU Readiness - The pace at which equipment and techniques and
crew skills are developed will effect satellite servicing growth.
Operations Costs - Transportation, logistical, ground/flight operatio
and control, training, and equipment replacement costs could dominate
the total project.
I7. User Acceptance - NASA yes, but will DoD, international and private
sector (commercial) users want their space systems serviced on orbit?
37
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goals identified by this study. How-
ever, it is reasonable to say that an
extremely challenging technology
development study phase for satellite
servicing has been initiated by NASA.
Over the next 18 months (Part II of
this study) NM can be expected.
W thin their priorities and the
resources available, to mew area
sively ahead toward enabling efftc-
tive satellite servicing orations
to become one or our next logical
steps in space.
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APPENDIX A
RELATED DOCUMENTATION
A-1
In this study we utilized the results of pertinent recent studies of
satellite on-orbit servicing, shuttle and space station operations per-
formed by TRW and other NASA or USAF contractors, as well as NASA and AF
in-house generated study reports. A list of applicable documents is given
below.
Study Title Organization Date
1. 'In-Space Servicing of DSP" TRW 1973
2. "Earth Resources Mission Planning Study" TRW 1974
3. "Shuttle/Payload Orbital Operations Study"	 TRW 1976
4. "Science and Applications Space Plat- TRW 1979-1980
form Study"
5. "Power Systems Platform Design Study" TRW 1980-1982
6. "Materials Experiment Carrier Design TRW 1981-1982
Study"
7. "Integrated Orbital	 Servicing Study" Martin/Marietta/TRW 1978
(Final	 Report Vol.	 I-III)
8. "Astrophysics Explorer/MMS Launch/ TRW 1978
Retrieval and On-Orbit Servicing
Modes"
9. "Satellite Services System Analysis Lockheed 1981
Study"
10. "SOC/Shuttle Interaction Study" Rockwell 1982
(Final	 Report)
11. "Utility Analysis of Manned Space MDAC 1981
P1a^Form for Defense Related
Mission	 (Task C)"
12. "Space Operations Center/System Boeing 1981
Analysis"(Final	 Report Vol.	 I-IV)
13. "SOC System Analysis - Study Roeinc, 1982
Extension"	 (Final	 Report Vol.	 I-.IV)
14. "Conceptual	 Design Study/Science and MDAC 1981
Applications Space Platform"
(Vol.	 I Executive Summary)
15. "Science and Application Space TRW 1980
Platform Payload Requirements
Accommodation"
16. "Alternatives System Design Concept TRW 1981	 (Final	 Rpt)
Study 25kW Power System Space 1982	 (Follow-on)
Platform Summary"
17. "Evolutionary Space Platform MDAC 1982
Concept Study"	 (Vol.	 I-III)
18. "Satellite Services System Grumman 1977
Analysis Study"
19. "Teleoperator Maneuvering System Vought Corp. 1982 &
Mission Requirements & System Subsequent
Definition	 Study"	 (Vol.	 I-1II)
20. "Space	 Industrialization Study" 	 Science Applications,	 Inc. 1978
21. "Satellite Services Workshop" 1982
(Vni.	 I -II)
A-2
Study Title
E
22. "Gamma Ray Observatory Maintain-
ability Studies"
23. "AXAF Utilization of STS and Sat-
ellite Servicing Conference
24. "Space Station Needs, Attributes
and Architectural Options Study"
25. "Definitions of TDMs for Early
Space Station - Large Structures"
26. "Definition of TDMs for Earlv
Space Station - OTV Servicing"
21. "Definition of TDMs for Early
Space Station - Satellite Servicing
28. "Space Station Ground Operations
_	 Study"
29. "Space Operations Study"
Organization Date
TRW 1981 6
Subsequent
Science Applications,	 Inc.
TRW 1983
Boeing 1983
GDA 1983
Martin Marietta 1983
MDTSCO 1983
MDTSCO 1983
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